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You are Crystal. You are a game-loving pony with an enthusiastic canter. Your dream is to play games. Today, you find yourself on a new planet—Planet Crystal. Planet Crystal is populated by playful miniponies who love playing games. You wanna play games, too.
But one thing’s wrong: no one else can see your game pad! Thankfully, you have a handy-dandy pair of eyesight goggles! Fly your way through the stage and outwit the miniponies—without being seen! Time to play some games! ■FEATURES 1) Nintendo Switch-like
Controls With just your game pad, you can play in both 2-player mode and 1-player mode, so you can enjoy the game on your own or with a friend! 2) Play more than 120 stages! There are 2 difficulty levels (normal, and hard), as well as 4 number of players (up to
4). 3) Choose from 22 different songs, such as “Game Over!” and “Who’s Got the Power?” 4) An item system with various items! You can use the Item Shop at the end of each stage to purchase items or use items you’ve collected. In the Item Shop, you can pick from
a variety of items, such as attack enhancements, and puzzle-solving items. 5) A 3-man miniaturized game space Because you have to maintain a good hiding position, Crystal has about a three-man miniaturized game space! The screen is only about three
centimeters wide, but there’s plenty of room for you to move around. 6) Team player mode Crystal features “Team Player Mode”: up to four players can play together! With up to four players, this game is perfect for parties and clan games. To switch between the
player’s in a team, push the B button while holding down the right stick! With this team mode, you’ll encounter challenges you’ve never seen before! [xbox one Controlls] ■Title screen Left stick … cursor move Left stick … Change stage difficulty or number of
players or options A … Decision X … skipped in units of 10 (while hold down) ■Game screen Left stick … Move Right stick … Camera rotation A … Jump

Crystorld Features Key:
More than 30 types of the famous Crystals that were in your favorite video game, like "Frog Fort".
The stimulating Crystal Music Sound.
The Crystals can be upgraded at any time.
Tons of upgrades with new Crystals.
Auto map generated.

All the following Crystals are available in beta version. Please be patient for update.

Game Physics: 
Crystal Blocks: 
Resource System: 
Crystal Dungeon and God Level: 
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[url= the battle[/url] --- The goal of this game is to get a crystal somewhere on the stage using jumps and dashes.More than 120 stages!There are two modes: normal and hard.Multiplayer for up to 4 players![xbox one Controlls]title screenLeft stick cursor moveLeft
stick Change stage difficulty or number of players or optionsA DecisionX skipped in units of 10 (while hold down)Game screenLeft stick MoveRight stick Camera rotationA JumpX Dash (while moving)Y Pick up (while picking up other players is throw)Start Open
menuSelect HintR Reset cameraL Camera zoomB + Y self-destruct and return to previous positionB + Y + A self-destruct and return to start positionMenu screenLeft stick cursor moveA Decision[keyboard]wasd movecursor camera rotateq camera zoome camera
resetc hintx menuv pick upspace jump/decisionleft shift dash I love this. That music is beautiful. I don't know how you manage to make it sound like that, but you deserve an applause for that. I really enjoy your art. The tiles look nice too. The lighting is really cool. I
like the different lighting colors too. The parts when the explosions happen are amazing. Also, the graphics are nice, and the characters and the story are beautiful. You even managed to add a background to your picture. This game looks very interesting and it's
nice to see a game of this style. Like the music. It's nice and the unique character design is interesting. The game is really beautiful and I think you should make more games like this. I like the graphics and the style of the game. I didn't know you could add
background to a picture. [b]Chef Warioow[/b] I don't know about you, but this makes me feel hungry. It's like eating a lot of steak with great taste. I love the music and the characters. I think you should have some more songs like this one. I wish you would make
more songs like this. Nice work, and I hope you continue this. This is an amazing game! The graphics are really beautiful, and the animations are very creative. But the best thing about this game is the music. I love the unique and beautiful style of the music that
you used. It's very good. You should make more
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What's new:

 Warz II Crystworld Warz II is a first-person shooter, platform game and adventure game developed and published by IllFonic for PlayStation 4, Microsoft Windows, and macOS. The game is the sequel to Crystworld Warz, with
an overarching narrative based on the cartoon counterpart of the same name in the television series Dexter's Laboratory. The game was announced in 2012 as Crystworld Warz III. Gameplay In Crystworld Warz II, the player
controls a scientist named Professor Young Wisdom and after defeating the Queen, who seeks to wipe out all of Rocknoid civilization, Dr. Flame falls captive to the queen and is able to teleport the adult science students
from the base to Rocknoid Worlds leaving only the young students behind. During the course of the game, the player has to start off the base and work their way up to the queen. At the beginning of the game, Dr. Flame
teaches the player about the queen. Dr. Flame explains that the scientist's dark side is evil and the game is meant to be an idealogical battle between good and evil, good defeating evil, along with that the bad guys must be
defeated to be recognized as evil, which the player originally destroys the Queen. The player then faces challenges involving defeating a rocknoid and after the player defeats the rocknoid, they will face their counterpart
from opposite dimension: The Queen's counterpart in the opposite dimension faces off against them. In order to disarm the queen and make off of the rocknoids, the player must equip special devices which are found inside
rocknoids, including the Energy Grenade, which contains a destructive fire surrounded by a flame that, over time, starts its own engine. Plot The intro depicts the kidnapping of Dr. Frumeus and his absent-minded science
students as they are about to be transported to other parts of the universe through hyper-time. However, the Queen tricks them into thinking she is trustworthy. The kidnap victims use the time machine in an attempt to
rescue Dr. Frumeus, but do not die because of hyper-time paradox due to the speed of the time machine. As they make the machine faster, the Queen once again starts hounding them. Once they return to the cube-like base,
Dr. Flame teleports it out of hyper-time, avoiding the Queen's attacks; however, the cube seems to be in an extra dimension and the Queen fails to capture it. The real Dr. Flame begins
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1. Install KHLD or greenwares
2. Download Crystorld from here:
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System Requirements:

Operating System: OS X 10.9 (Mavericks) or later Minimum System Requirements: Operating System: OS X 10.7 (Lion) or later Processor: 1.8 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000, NVidia GeForce 320M or better Additional
Requirements: Internet Connection: A reliable Internet connection is required to play online. HDD: 10 GB of free space Mac Models: i
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